Literacy

Hello

Numeracy

Hello St Crispin’s Secondary
Jack and the Beanstalk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JRTxb3yS0
Can you make your own puppets to help retell
the story?

This time is going quicker than we imagined. We
are all really missing seeing you every day. We
hope you are trying some of the activities on the
website and in your plans. Look out for the videos
on the school website to spot some familiar faces.
Love Kerrie, Sophia, Gary, Tracey

Can you use natural material could be sticks,
leaves or sand to practise writing your name or
drawing?

St Crispin’s Secondary –
Home Learning Week beginning
Monday 25th May 2020
Art
Collect flowers and leaves to make natural art
you could stick this to paper or a window
Or
When out and about make a frame using sticks
and then fill with flowers or treasure to make a
natural picture.

Challenge
Help to take the bin
out or do the
recycling.

Expressive Arts
Build an indoor den and
curl up to watch your
favourite show. You could
help make a snack to
enjoy.

We have all been working on 2D shapes
this year can you use your knowledge to
make a shape monster?
Or can you make a kite using 2D
shapes? You could use paper,
newspaper or an old bag to make
yours.
Counting stepping stones - using paper
make some stepping stones so you can
count from your room to somewhere
else in the house.

Health and Wellbeing
Can you take care of a plant or grow
your own? This could be from seed or
use the bottom of a spring onion or
lettuce in a cup of water.
On your walk can you spot any wild life,
look high, look low, look under, what
bugs and creepy crawlies can you find.
Be an explorer this could be outside in
the park, garden or indoors a sofa is a
great obstacle course you might find
missing treasure under your bed as well.

